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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 8 - PROTEIN FUNCTION
CONCEPT: INTRODUCTION TO PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS
●____________: any small substance that reversibly binds & forms a complex with a larger biomolecule.
□ Reversible binding of a protein (____) to a ligand (____) is described by a simple expression: P + L

PL

Protein-Ligand Rate Constants
●Recall: every reaction has a _______ constant (k) indicating reaction rate efficiency/probability under set conditions.
□ The higher the k, the ________ likely the reaction is __________.
●Association Rate Constant (ka): rate constant for free protein & ligand (P + L) __________________ into a complex (PL).
●Dissociation Rate Constant (kd): rate constant for protein-ligand-complex (PL) __________________ back into free P + L.
□ __________ of ka and kd describe the reversible binding of a protein & ligand.
EXAMPLE: PL Association & Dissociation Rate Constants:

PRACTICE: Which of the following rate law expressions represents a protein-ligand interaction at equilibrium?
a) [PL]ka = [P][L]kd.
b) [PL][P]ka = [L]kd.
c) [L][PL]kd = [P]ka.
d) [L][P]ka = [PL]kd.

PRACTICE: Calculate the dissociation rate constant (kd) at equilibrium if [P] = 20 mM, [L] = 10 mM, [PL] = 5 mM, and the
association rate constant (ka) = 100 mM-1s-1.
a) 400.
b) 4,000 s-1.
c) 4,000 mM-1s-1.
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CH. 8 - PROTEIN FUNCTION
CONCEPT: PROTEIN-LIGAND EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS
Protein-Ligand Association Constant (Ka)
●Recall: equilibrium constant (_____) is the ratio of [Product] over [Reactant] at equilibrium.
●Association constant (_____): equilibrium constant for the ____________________ of the protein & ligand into a complex.
□ Don’t confuse the protein-ligand-association constant (Ka) with the acid-dissociation constant (which is also “Ka”).
●Ka and protein-affinity for ligand are _____________ proportional.
□ Therefore, the ____________ the Ka value, the stronger the affinity a protein has for that ligand.
□ Ka has units of ______ and is the _________________ of the dissociation constant _____ (Ka = 1/Kd).

Ka Units: ______

Protein-Ligand Dissociation Constant (Kd)
●Dissociation constant (_____): equilibrium constant for ___________________ of protein-ligand-complex back into P + L.
□ Recall: Kd and Ka are _________________ of each other, so Kd has units of ______.
□ Kd is used __________ often than Ka to express the protein-affinity for a ligand.

Kd Units: ______

●The ______ &______ are very similar to each other (ex. Kd & protein-affinity for ligand are _____________ proportional).
□ Therefore, the ____________ the Kd value, the stronger the affinity a protein has for that ligand.
□ Similar to how Km = [S] that allows V0 = ½Vmax, Kd = [___] that allows _____ L-binding-sites to be occupied.
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CH. 8 - PROTEIN FUNCTION
CONCEPT: PROTEIN-LIGAND EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS
PRACTICE: Protein A has a binding site for ligand X with a Kd of 54 mM. Protein B has a binding site for ligand X with a Kd
of 58 mM. Answer the following questions based on this information:
A) Which protein has a stronger affinity for ligand X?
a) Protein A.

b) Protein B.

B) Convert the Kd to Ka for both proteins.
Ka for Protein A: __________

Ka for Protein B: __________

PRACTICE: You prepare a solution of protein and its ligand where the initial concentrations are [P] = 10 mM and
[L] = 10 mM. At equilibrium you measure the concentration of the complex [PL] = 5 mM. If the protein-ligand reaction can be
represented by P + L

PL, what is the Kd of the reaction under these conditions?

a) 0.05 mM.

c) 5 mM.

e) 20 mM.

b) 20 nM.

d) 25 M.

f) 25 mM.
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CONCEPT: PROTEIN-LIGAND FRACTIONAL SATURATION
Fraction of Ligand-Binding-Sites Occupied by Ligand (θ)
●Fractional saturation (θ or Y): fraction of _______________ (or saturated) ligand-binding-sites in a protein sample.
●θ: ratio of occupied proteins to total protein; reveals _______________ (%) of occupied ligand-binding-sites on a protein.
□ Values of θ range from ____ (when no L is bound) to ____ (when all binding sites are bound by L).
□ Recall: Kd = [L] when θ = ______, or ______% of all the available ligand-binding-sites are occupied by ligand.
□ Saturation curves or Protein-ligand-binding graphs plot _____ on the y-axis and [L] on the x-axis.
EXAMPLE: Protein-Ligand-Binding Plot.

Max θ
●For ALL protein-ligand interactions, the equivalent of the “Vmax” is 100% L-binding (max θ = ___).
□ Recall: Vmax is subject to change with different enzymes; HOWEVER, max θ is always ____.
□ Recall: Km is similar to Kd, so the __________ the Kd value, the stronger the protein’s affinity for that ligand.
EXAMPLE: Which protein has a stronger affinity to the ligand?
a) Protein A.
b) Protein B.

●Through algebraic rearrangements & substitutions of previous equations, θ can also defined in another way:
□ This mathematically relates θ to _____ AND it resembles the Michaelis-Menten Equation.
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CONCEPT: PROTEIN-LIGAND FRACTIONAL SATURATION
EXAMPLE: If an antibody binds to an antigen (ligand) with a Kd of 5 x 10-8 M, what concentration of antigen will θ = 0.2?
a) 1.25 x 10-8 M.

c) 3.8 x 104 M.

b) 1.25 x 10-6 M.

d) 2.1 x 10-2 M.

PRACTICE: Which of the following statements about protein-ligand binding is correct?
a) The Ka is equal to the concentration of ligand when all the binding sites are occupied.
b) The larger the Ka, the stronger the affinity a protein has for its ligand.
c) The larger the Ka, the faster the binding.
d) The Ka is independent of conditions including salt concentrations and pH.

PRACTICE: Consider the following graph for parts A-C.
A) What is the protein-ligand dissociation constant (Kd) for protein X?
a) 2 µM.

b) 4 µM.

c) 6 µM.

d) 8 µM.

B) What is the protein-ligand dissociation constant (Kd) for protein Y?
a) 2 µM.

b) 4 µM.

c) 6 µM.

d) 8 µM.

C) Which protein has a greater affinity for ligand A?
a) Protein X.

b) Protein Y.
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CONCEPT: PROTEIN-LIGAND FRACTIONAL SATURATION
PRACTICE: Match the dissociation constants in the table below to the appropriate curves on the graph.

PRACTICE: Use the table below to answer questions A, B & C below.
A) Which protein has a greater affinity for their ligand?
a) Protein 1.
b) Protein 2.

[Ligand] (nM)

q of Protein 1

q of Protein 2

0.5

0.2

0.05

1

0.5

0.2

2

0.8

0.5

3

0.9

0.8

B) According to the data in the table, what is the dissociation constant (Kd) for Protein 1?
Protein 1 Kd = ________
C) According to the data in the table, what is the association constant (Ka) for Protein 2?
Protein 2 Ka = ________
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CONCEPT: PROTEIN-LIGAND FRACTIONAL SATURATION
PRACTICE: A sample of cells has a total protein-receptor concentration of 10 mM. 25% of the protein-receptors are
occupied with ligand when the concentration of free ligand is 15 mM. Calculate the Kd for the receptor-ligand interaction.
a) 5 mM.
b) 67 mM.
c) 45 mM.
d) 7.5 mM.
e) 2.5 mM.
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CONCEPT: MYOGLOBIN VS HEMOGLOBIN
●Myoglobin (____) & hemoglobin (____): well-studied proteins & great examples for many protein/enzyme concepts.
□ Mb & Hb are not technically enzymes; HOWEVER, allosteric regulation does not only apply to enzymes.
□ Myoglobin: ____________ protein facilitating oxygen diffusion, storage & supply to muscle tissues in vertebrates.
□ Hemoglobin: heterotetrameric allosteric protein (2 α & 2 β subunits) that circulates & transports oxygen via blood.
●Both are capable of reversibly binding _______________ gas (O2) due to their __________ prosthetic group(s).
●Though Mb & Hb need to bind O2, they also need to _______________ O2 (reversible binding).

PRACTICE: Which of the following statements are true?
a) Both myoglobin and hemoglobin irreversibly bind oxygen gas (O 2).
b) Myoglobin has a single subunit, whereas hemoglobin has four identical subunits.
c) Hemoglobin and myoglobin each contain a single heme group.
d) Each individual subunit of hemoglobin contains a heme group.
e) Hemoglobin transports, stores and supplies oxygen in the muscle tissue.
f) A and B.
g) A and C.
h) B and C.
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CONCEPT: MYOGLOBIN VS HEMOGLOBIN
Myoglobin’s Protein-Ligand Interactions
●Protein-ligand affinity (____) & fractional saturation (____ or ____) applies directly to myoglobin.
□ Recall: Fractional Saturation (θ or Y): the ratio of oxygenated protein over total protein: θ
Review

New

PRACTICE: If Mb’s Kd = 2.5 M and the [O2] = 7.5 M, what % saturated will Mb be?
a) 12%

c) 0.75%

b) 75%

d) 64%

Hemoglobin’s Protein-Ligand Interactions
●Hb’s protein-ligand interactions are _________ complicated than Mb’s since Hb has a more complex structure.
●Recall: Hemoglobin is an allosteric protein with _________________ subunits, each of which can bind a ligand (O2).

n = # of L-binding sites
●Recall: Coefficients in a reaction (#’s in front of molecules) are included into Keq as ___________________.
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CONCEPT: MYOGLOBIN VS HEMOGLOBIN
PRACTICE: The differences between hemoglobin and myoglobin include:
a) Hemoglobin is a tetramer whereas myoglobin is a monomer.
b) Hemoglobin exhibits a sigmoidal O2 saturation curve while myoglobin exhibits a hyperbolic curve.
c) Hemoglobin exhibits O2 binding cooperativity while myoglobin does not.
d) All of the above.
More Background Info on Hemoglobin
●Hemoglobin is found within _______ blood cells (RBC or erythrocytes).
□ Each RBC has ~270 million molecules of hemoglobin.
□ One drop of blood the size of a pinhead has ~5 million RBC.

Myoglobin vs. Hemoglobin Recap
●Let’s recap some of the similarities & differences between myoglobin & hemoglobin:
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CONCEPT: HEME PROSTHETIC GROUP
Why is the Heme Prosthetic Group on Mb/Hb Important?
●Amino acids lack affinity to O2, so Mb & Hb binding to O2 depends on a prosthetic group called ___________.
●Unlike amino acids, iron (Fe2+) can reversibly bind O2, but unbound ________ iron is reactive & turns O2 into free radicals.
□ Problem #1: free iron generates free radicals, which can damage and/or _______ the cell.
□ Problem #2: Fe2+ in free-heme (heme not bound to protein) is oxidized to Fe3+, which does NOT bind O2.
□ Solution: Fe2+ in protein-bound heme is less reactive & reversibly binds O2.

Structure of Heme
●Heme is mostly a nonpolar structure surrounded by ______________ amino acids deep within the Hb & Mb proteins.
□ Heme attaches to the Hb & Mb proteins via ___________________ interactions.
●Ferrous ________ (Fe2+) complexes with a planar tetrapyrrole ring system (protoporphyrin IX) to form the __________.

Heme
(Fe-Protoporphyrin IX)

Top of “UFO”

Top of Heme

●O2 binds to Fe2+ ____________ the plane of the heme prosthetic group without reacting to form free radicals.
●Carbon monoxide (CO) binds heme stronger than O2 & outcompetes O2 for binding to Fe2+, which is why CO is ________.

Side of “UFO”

Side of Heme
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CONCEPT: HEME PROSTHETIC GROUP
Interactions of Fe2+ in the Heme
●The Fe2+ atom of the protein-bound heme can form a total of ______ noncovalent bonds:
□ _____ bonds with N atoms of protoporphyrin IX (same plane). □ ____ bond with a proximal His residue (below).
□ ____ bond with O2 (above).
EXAMPLE: Fe2+ Interactions.

Hb
●A _________ His residue stabilizes O2 in the O2-bound heme via hydrogen bonding & prevents conversion of Fe2+ to Fe3+.
□ The distal His also _____________ carbon monoxide’s (CO) ability to bind to the heme group.
PRACTICE: When O2 binds to a heme group, the two bonds of Fe2+ that are not planar with the heme are occupied by:
a) One O2 molecule and one Ser amino acid atom.

c) One O2 molecule and a nitrogen atom of the heme.

b) One O2 molecule and one His amino acid atom.

d) Two O2 molecules.

Myoglobin’s Heme Interactions
●Like hemoglobin, myoglobin’s heme group forms very similar Fe2+ interactions:
Mb
Heme
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CONCEPT: HEME PROSTHETIC GROUP
PRACTICE: The distal histidine residue in myoglobin acts to:
a) Prevent oxidation of the heme Fe2+.
b) Lower the relative affinity for CO.
c) Assist in the binding of O2.
d) Prevent release of N2.
e) a & b.
f) a, b & c.
g) All the above are true.

Heme O2-Binding Causes Hb’s Conformational Changes
●Recall: Hb is an _____________ protein with ____ state & ____ state conformations.
●Binding of O2 to the heme prosthetic group causes a slight change in the heme’s conformation.
□ Fe2+ atom becomes ______________ upon binding to O2, allowing it to shift up into the plane of the heme.
□ This ultimately causes the other Hb protein subunits to change conformations too from T state → ____ state.
□ Leads to _____________ cooperativity between Hb subunits.
Oxygen gas

Heme
Fe2+ shifts up into Heme plane
upon O2 binding.

Hb’s _______________ His

Oxygenated Hb
Deoxygenated Hb

PRACTICE: In hemoglobin, the equilibrium transition from T state to R state is triggered by:
a) Fe2+ binding.

c) Oxygen binding.

b) Heme binding.

d) Protease cleavage.
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CONCEPT: HEMOGLOBIN COOPERATIVITY
Hemoglobin Displays Positive Cooperativity
●Hemoglobin O2-binding displays _______________ behavior (S-shaped curve) due to positive cooperativity.
●Recall: Positive Cooperativity: binding of one L molecule makes it ___________ for other L molecules to bind the proteins.
□ Positive Cooperativity: binding of L to a subunit promotes neighboring subunits to take on the ____ state.
●Cooperativity requires multiple subunits, so ______________ O2-binding is NOT sigmoidal (has rectangular hyperbola).
EXAMPLE: Mb vs. Hb O2-binding.

_____ Cooperativity

______________ Cooperativity

Concerted & Sequential Models Explain Hb’s Positive Cooperativity
●Recall: _____ models can explain an allosteric protein’s positive cooperativity & sigmoidal curvature:
●Hemoglobin’s O2-binding behavior is best explained via a ____________________ of concerted & sequential models.
□Deoxygenated hemoglobin (Hb): inactive tense __ State.

□Oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO 2): actively relaxed __ State.

Concerted Model:

Sequential Model:
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CONCEPT: HEMOGLOBIN COOPERATIVITY
Oxygen-Binding Curves
●Oxygen-Binding Curves: plot fractional saturation (___ or ___) against the partial pressure of O2 (____).
□ Since O2 is a gas, partial pressure of O2 (pO2) is a standard way to express _______.
□ pO2 is directly ___________________ to [O2].

□ Kd = _____ on an oxygen-binding curve.

●O2 itself acts as a homotropic allosteric _____________ (+) to induce positive cooperativity in Hb’s subunits.

O2 is a _____________ allosteric activator that
__________ additional binding of O2 to Hb.

Kd = p50

Unit of Pressure (ex. _______)

Positive Cooperativity Makes Hb a Better O2 Transporter than Mb
●Recall: ______________ Cooperativity: binding of O2 to Hb stimulates even _________ O2 binding.
□ Cooperativity allows ______ to be a better deliverer/transporter of O2 to the tissues than ______ for two reasons:
1) Mb cannot transport O2 because it has a ______ Kd (_______ O2 affinity) & would NOT release O2 in the tissues.
2) Threshold effect in Hb allows Hb to release ________ O2 in tissues that work “harder” and have lower O2.
EXAMPLE: Which enzyme has a stronger affinity for O2?
a) Myoglobin.
b) Hemoglobin.

pO2 in Lungs ≈ 100 torr
Hemoglobin Saturation in Lungs ≈ 98%
Myoglobin Saturation in Lungs ≈ 99%

pO2 in Tissues ≈ 20 torr
Hemoglobin Saturation in Tissues ≈ 32%
Myoglobin Saturation in Tissues ≈ 95%

●Heterotropic allosteric effectors (ex. ______) further enhance hemoglobin’s release of O2 in the tissues.
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CONCEPT: HEMOGLOBIN COOPERATIVITY
PRACTICE: In the binding of oxygen to myoglobin, the relationship between the concentration of oxygen and the fraction of
binding sites occupied can best be described as:
a) Hyperbolic.
b) Linear with a negative slope.
c) Linear with a positive slope.
d) Random.
e) Sigmoidal.

PRACTICE: Oxygen is a _____________ allosteric _____________ that promotes additional O 2 binding to hemoglobin.
a) Heterotropic, Repressor.
b) Homotropic, Activator.
c) Heterotropic, Activator.
d) Homotropic, Repressor.

PRACTICE: The binding of Oxygen to stabilize the R-state of Hemoglobin is best explained by which model(s)?
a) Concerted Model.
b) Sequential Model.
c) Neither.
d) Combination of Both.
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CONCEPT: HILL EQUATION
Cooperative Ligand-Binding in Allosteric Proteins
●In 1913, before any knowledge Hb’s structure existed, Archibald _______ studied Hb’s cooperative O2-binding.
●Recall: Coefficients in a reaction (#’s in front of molecules) are included into Kd as ___________________.
●From this, it SEEMS that for proteins with an “n” number of L-binding sites, the PL-reaction & equations for Kd & θ will be:

n = # of L-binding sites on a protein.
The Hill Equation
●The equation above for θ can be algebraically rearranged & reformatted to get the _________ Equation.
□ This algebraically rearranged Hill Equation resembles the equation of a __________ (y = mx + b).
□ Hill Equation allows for the graphing of PL-Binding data on a linear plot called the Hill _________.

Hill Constant (nH) & Cooperativity
●Contrary to what it SEEMS, experimental data shows the equations above must replace “n” with the ______ constant (nH).
□ Hill constant or Hill coefficient (nH): the degree of ______________________ of a L-binding reaction.
□ A protein’s affinity for its ligand (Kd) is affected by cooperativity and therefore the Hill constant (nH).
□ nH is ALWAYS a value between 0 & the maximum number of L-binding sites on a protein (n): 0 ≤ _____ ≤ _____.
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CONCEPT: HILL EQUATION
When nH = n
●Hill constant (nH) can ONLY equal number of L-binding sites (n) under ______ circumstances:
1) Protein displays NO cooperativity (ex. _____).

2) Protein ONLY follows Concerted Model of cooperativity.

Hb’s nH ≠ Hb’s n
●Recall: Hb’s O2-binding behavior is explained via a ___________________ of concerted & sequential models.
□ In its cooperative state, Hb’s Hill constant ranges from 2.8 to 3 (nH ≈ ____) even though it has 4 L-binding sites (n = 4).
EXAMPLE: Assuming Hb’s Kd = 26 torr, calculate the fractional saturation of Hb at pO 2 = 100 torr & Hill coefficient (nH) = 3.
a) 1.4
b) 0.59
c) 0.98

PRACTICE: At a CO2 partial pressure of 5 torr, the p50 value for hemoglobin is 26 torr. What is the fractional saturation
when nH = 3 and pO2 = 25 torr, a typical venous oxygen partial pressure?
d) 1.1

c) 0.12

e) 0.68

d) 0.88

e) 0.47

PRACTICE: What is Hb’s fractional saturation when p50 = 26 torr, nH = 3, and pO2 = 100 torr, a typical pO2 in the lungs?
a) 0.65

c) 0.89

b) 1.6

d) 0.98

e) 0.33
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CONCEPT: HILL PLOT
●The Hill Plot is a __________ graph plotting the y-value & x-value of the Hill Equation respectively on the y-axis & x-axis.
●Slope of the line on a Hill Plot (slope = _____) denotes the Hill constant (nH) & the degree of L-binding-site interactions.
□ Recall: for both Mb & Hb, L = O2, and [O2] can be expressed with ______ (which means: log[L] → log(pO2)).

●On a Hill Plot, the ____-intercept reveals when θ = _____.
□ Recall: x-intercept is ALWAYS the x-value when y = ____.
□ Note: y-value of Hill Equation (

) will equal zero when the value of θ = _____.

Mb’s Hill Plot
●Since myoglobin (Mb) only has 1-subunit, it is NOT an allosteric protein & has ______ cooperativity.
□ Recall: nH = slope = ____ when there is no cooperativity.
□ Since x-intercept indicates the [L] where θ = _____, x-intercept also indicates Kd (protein affinity for ligand).

Mb = ___ subunit = _____ cooperativity (slope = nH = 1)
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CONCEPT: HILL PLOT
Hb’s Hill Plot
●Unlike Mb (which forms a single line), Hb’s PL-data seems to form _____ identifiable lines when plotted on a Hill Plot.
□ Two of Hb’s lines are _______________ to Mb’s line, meaning they have the same slope (slope = ____ = 1).
□ Recall: a slope or nH of 1 means ______ cooperativity.
□ Hb binds its _____ and ________ O2 non-cooperatively.
●HOWEVER, Hb’s 3rd line has a different/greater slope (slope = nH = ____), suggesting _______________ cooperativity.

Hb’s Lowest O2-Affinity State
●Recall: Hb is NOT always displaying cooperativity; Hb binds its _____ & ________ O2 non-cooperatively (slope = nH = 1).
□ Hb subunits equally & _____________________ compete for O2-binding (without cooperativity) until 1st O2 binds.
□ This line represents Hb’s ___________ O2-affinity.
□ Lowest O2-affinity means ____________ Kd for 1st O2.
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CONCEPT: HILL PLOT
Hb’s Cooperative State
●After the 1st O2 binds to Hb, Hb subunits begin to display ________________ cooperativity (slope = nH = 3).
□ Recall: Hb’s O2-binding behavior explained via a ________________ of concerted & sequential models (nH ≠ n).
□ Hb displays positive cooperativity from the 1st bound O2 up until the 3rd O2 binds.
□ Hb subunits are NOT equally competing for O2-binding.

Hb’s Highest O2-Affinity State
●After the 3rd O2 binds to Hb, the 4th and final O2 binds ______-cooperatively, just like the 1st O2 did (slope = nH = 1).
□ Once again, Hb subunits equally & independently compete for binding to the last O2 (__________ cooperativity).
□ Last unoccupied Hb subunit is in the full R-state experiencing ______________ model features (symmetry rule).
□ This line represents Hb’s ______________ O2-affinity.
□ Highest O2-affinity means ____________ Kd for 4th O2.
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CONCEPT: HILL PLOT
Hill Plot Breakdown
●Hill plots visually display PL-affinities (Kd) and the degree of ___________________ (nH) in a PL-interaction.

“Velocity” & “Acceleration”
●Mb’s & Hb’s O2-binding can be thought of as ____________ (for O2-affinity) and _________________ (for cooperativity).
□ Mb ALWAYS maintains the same, relatively high/medium velocity with _____ acceleration.
□ Hb starts off with low velocity and does NOT begin accelerating until it binds it’s 1st O2.
□ Once Hb binds 3 O2, it reaches/maintains its max velocity & stops accelerating.
Steady High “Velocity”

Steady = No “acceleration” = No cooperativity
“Velocity” = O2-affinity
“Acceleration” = Positive Cooperativity

Steady Medium “Velocity”

“Acceleration”

Steady Low “Velocity”
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CONCEPT: HILL PLOT
PRACTICE: Which of the following situations would produce a Hill plot with nH < 1.0?
a) The protein is a single polypeptide with a single ligand binding site. As purified, the protein preparation is
heterogeneous, containing some protein molecules that are partially denatured and having a lower binding affinity.
b) The protein is a single polypeptide with two ligand binding sites, each having a different affinity for the ligand.
c) The protein has multiple subunits, each with a single ligand-binding site. Binding of ligand to one site decreases the
binding affinity of other sites for the ligand.
PRACTICE: Label the axis of the Hill Plot below & fill-in the graph with Mb’s & Hb’s approximate O2-binding data.

PRACTICE: The slope of a Hill plot for hemoglobin _______________; whereas that for myoglobin ________________.
a) is about 3 in its cooperative state; is 1.0.
b) decreases at low pO2 ; is constant at all pO2.
c) increases at high pO2 ; curves upward for all pO2.
d) Is 1.0 ; is about 4.
e) Both A and B.
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CONCEPT: HEMOGLOBIN BINDING IN TISSUES & LUNGS
Hemoglobin Binding to CO2 & H+
●Bohr Effect: describes the effect of [_____] AND pH ([____]) on hemoglobin’s binding & release of O2.
●Under low O2 conditions, Hb _______________ O2 but can bind & transport CO2 (HbCO2) and H+ (HHb+).
□ CO2 & H+ act as _________-tropic allosteric _______________ to Hb’s O2-binding activity.
□ Hb carbonation & protonation both stabilize Hb’s ____ state (causing Hb’s release of O2).

Hb Releases O2 in Tissues
●In muscle tissues, O2 is consumed (______ pO2 ≈ 20 torr) & lots of ______ is produced by metabolism (________ [CO2]).
1) High amounts of CO2 produced by respiring tissues diffuses into the capillaries & into _________.
2) _______________ anhydrase inside RBCs catalyzes CO2 + H2O

H2CO3, which breaks up into HCO3- & H+.

3) Equilibrium shift towards H+ & tissues’ lactic acid production ______________ [H+] (decreases pH to ~7.2) in tissues.
4) Recall: Hb near the tissues _________ CO2 & H+ while ______________ O2 (Hb ____ State → Hb ____ State).
5) Recall: Myoglobin (____) in tissues has a stronger O2-affinity than Hb & facilitates O2-diffusion into tissues.
Blood pH in Lungs ≈ 7.6

Blood pH ≈ 7.4

Blood pH in Tissues ≈ 7.2
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CONCEPT: HEMOGLOBIN BINDING IN TISSUES & LUNGS
Hb Binds O2 in Lungs
●In the lungs, lots of O2 is inhaled (_________ pO2 ≈ 100 torr) & lots of CO2 is _____________ (______ [CO2]).
1) Causes reaction equilibrium to shift towards CO2, _______________ [H+] (increases pH to ~7.6) in the lungs.
2) ______ CO2 in the lungs via ____halation causes CO2 diffusion into the lungs.
3) _________ O2 in the lungs via ____halation causes O2 diffusion into the capillaries & into _________.
4) When near the lungs, Hb _________ O2 while ______________ CO2 and H+ (Hb ____ State → Hb ____ State).
5) Oxygenated Hb ready to deliver O2 to tissues.
Blood pH in Lungs ≈ 7.6

Blood pH ≈ 7.4

Blood pH in Tissues ≈ 7.2

PRACTICE: In the lungs, the _________ pressure of CO2 causes hemoglobin to _________ CO2 and H+. The _________
pressure of O2 causes O2 to _________ hemoglobin, allowing for its transportation to the tissues.
a) Low; Bind; Low; Release.
b) High; Bind; Low; Release.
c) High; Bind; High; Release.
d) Low; Release; High; Bind.
e) High; Release; Low; Bind.
f) Low; Release; Low; Bind.
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CONCEPT: HEMOGLOBIN BINDING IN TISSUES & LUNGS
PRACTICE: Which of the following explains why hemoglobin in RBCs binds to O 2 in the lungs but releases O2 in muscle
tissues? (Select all that apply).
a) pH is lower in the lungs than in the tissues.
b) pCO2 is lower in the lungs than in the tissues.
c) BPG is produced at higher levels in tissues compared to the lungs.
d) The temperature of the lungs is generally higher than the temperature in actively contracting muscle tissues.
e) None of the above are true.

PRACTICE: How is the vast majority of carbon dioxide transported in the blood from the tissues to the lungs?
a) As diffused gas bubbles of CO2, just as in carbonated soft drinks.
b) As bicarbonate ions (HCO3-).
c) As carbamate groups bound directly to deoxyhemoglobin.
d) As carbon monoxide.
e) As carbon compounds and oxygen radicals.
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Hemoglobin Carbonation (HbCO2) in the Tissues
●Hb can directly transport some small amount (~10%) of _______ from the tissues to the lungs.
●Each Hb subunit can bind CO2 as carbamate groups on each free α-amino group to form carbaminohemoglobin (HbCO2).
□ Recall: Hb carbonation stabilizes Hb’s ____ state (causing the release of O2).
□ In the __________ pCO2 of the tissues, Hb is carbonated & releases O2.
□ In the ________ pCO2 of the lungs (due to CO2 exhalation), Hb is decarbonated & binds O2.

PRACTICE: Which option best corresponds with the effect of CO2 on hemoglobin’s O2-binding?
a) Hb’s O2-affinity decreases with lower CO2 concentration.
b) Hb’s O2-affinity increases with higher CO2 concentration.
c) Low pCO2 stabilizes the T state conformation of Hemoglobin.
d) High pCO2 stabilizes the R state conformation of Hemoglobin.
e) High pCO2 stabilizes the T state conformation of Hemoglobin.

Hemoglobin Protonation (HHb+) in the Tissues
●Hb can become ___________________ on several amino acid R-groups (HHb+) to carry H+.
□ In the relatively __________ [H+] (low pH) of the tissues, Hb is protonated to form HHb+ & release O2.
□ In the relatively ________ [H+] (high pH) of the lungs, Hb is deprotonated to release H+ & bind O2.

H+

H+
H+

H+
H+

H+
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PRACTICE: Which statement is true about protons binding to hemoglobin?
a) Protons stabilize the T-state increasing the affinity of hemoglobin for oxygen.
b) Protons stabilize the T-state decreasing the affinity of hemoglobin for oxygen.
c) Protons stabilize the R-state increasing the affinity of hemoglobin for oxygen.
d) Protons stabilize the R-state decreasing the affinity of hemoglobin for oxygen.
Hemoglobin Carbonation & Protonation Recap
●Let’s briefly review Hb carbonation & protonation as it relates to the tissues & lungs:

PRACTICE: Alkalemia is a disease associated with an abnormal increase in the pH of a patient’s blood due to rapid
breathing (hyperventilation). How would alkalemia affect the oxygen binding affinity of the patient’s hemoglobin?
a) P50 and oxygen affinity decrease.
b) P50 and oxygen affinity increase.
c) P50 decreases and oxygen affinity increases.
d) P50 increases and oxygen affinity decreases.
e) P50 and oxygen affinity remain the same.
PRACTICE: Choose all of the following molecules that, when bound, trigger hemoglobin’s transition from T to R state.
a) CO2
b) CO
c) O2
d) 2,3-Bisphosphoglycerate
e) H+
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●Recall: Bohr Effect: describes the effect of [CO2] and pH ([H+]) on hemoglobin’s _____________ & _____________ of O2.
□ Recall: HbCO2 & HHb+ both stabilize the ____ State of hemoglobin to promote O2 release.
●Bohr Effect: When [CO2] & [H+] are _________ (like in the tissues), they act as inhibitors & _____ significant events occur:
1) Hb binds _______ as carbaminohemoglobin (HbCO2).
Review:

New:

2) Hb becomes _________________ (HHb+).

3) Hb’s O2-affinity ______________ (O2 released) causing a shift of the O2-binding curve to the ________.
●When [CO2] & [H+] are ______ (like in the lungs), the __________________ events occur.
EXAMPLE: Bohr Effect of pH on Hb’s O2 Binding.

●Bohr effect: Hb switches from the _________ curve to the __________ curve as it transitions from the lungs to the tissues.
□ Allows Hb to maximize O2-______________ in the lungs & optimize O2-______________ to the tissues.
PRACTICE: Identify all the correct statements regarding the Bohr effect on hemoglobin.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
a) i & iii.

The Bohr effect shifts the fractional O2 saturation curve to the right as pH decreases.
The Bohr effect shifts the fractional O2 saturation curve to the right as pH increases.
The Bohr effect favors O2 release in respiring tissues.
O2 and H+ compete for the same binding site on hemoglobin.
b) i & iv.

c) ii & iv.

d) ii, iii, & iv.
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Summary of the Bohr Effect
●Let’s recap & summarize the Bohr effect on hemoglobin:

PRACTICE: On the graph below, draw in the approximate shapes of the O2-saturation curves in the lungs & tissues after a
shift due to the Bohr effect takes place.
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PRACTICE: The Bohr effect describes the change in hemoglobin’s affinity for oxygen under two different conditions. What
are these two conditions and how do they impact hemoglobin’s affinity for oxygen? Complete the table below:
Condition

Impact on Hemoglobin’s O2 affinity

1.
2.
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BPG Effect on Oxygen Binding
●2,3-Bisphosphoglycerate (______): inhibitor reducing Hb’s O2 affinity in the tissues (allows ________ O2 to be released).
□ BPG: negative ________-otropic allosteric inhibitor of Hb’s O2 binding, shifting the curve to the _________.
□ BPG is present within erythrocytes, but it’s binding site to Hb is only available when Hb is in the _____ state.
□ BPG binds to ______________________ hemoglobin via electrostatic interactions & stabilizes Hb’s T State.
EXAMPLE: Effect of BPG on O2-binding.

BPG Only Affects Hb in the Tissues
●BPG ONLY decreases Hb’s O2 binding in the _____________ where Hb is mainly in the ____ state.
□ BPG has very _______________ effect on O2-binding in the lungs since Hb is mainly in ____ state in the lungs.
□ One BPG molecule binds per Hb tetramer & stabilizes the ___ State in the tissues, causing Hb to release O2.
□ Due to high [O2] in the lungs, Hb is mainly in the ___ State, which _________ BPG’s binding-site.

PRACTICE: Under which of the following conditions will hemoglobin bind less oxygen?
a) The pH increases from 7.0 to 7.2.
b) The oxygen pressure increases from 20 torr to 100 torr.
c) The concentration of carbon dioxide increases.
d) BPG is removed.
e) None of the above.
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Physiological Regulation of [BPG]
●Normal [BPG] ≈ 5 mM in erythrocytes (red blood cells), but [BPG] can be modified to ________________ Hb’s O2-binding.
□ At __________ altitudes, there is less O2 available in atmosphere for Hb to bind than at sea level.
□ To account for low pO2 at high altitudes, blood [BPG] _______________ to 8 mM to maintain similar O2 release.
EXAMPLE: Regulation of [BPG] based on elevation.

●People with ___________ (low red blood cell count) also have higher [BPG] in the blood to increase O2 release.
●Athletes train at high altitudes to acclimate cells to high BPG, allowing _________ O2 release upon returning to sea level.
PRACTICE: In hemoglobin, the equilibrium transition from R state to T state is triggered by:
a) Fe2+ binding.

b) Heme binding.

c) Oxygen binding.

d) 2,3-BPG binding.

PRACTICE: Some patients with erythrocytosis (excess red blood cells) have a mutation that converts a lysine to alanine at
residue 82 in the β-subunit of hemoglobin. This particular lysine normally protrudes into the central cavity of
deoxyhemoglobin, where it participates in binding 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate (BPG). Which of the following effects would you
predict this mutation (Lys82Ala) to have on hemoglobin’s affinity for BPG and for O2 in patients with erythrocytosis? Hint:
The terms "increased" and "decreased" below are relative to normal (without mutation).
a) Increased BPG affinity and decreased O2 affinity.

c) Decreased BPG affinity and increased O2 affinity.

b) Increased BPG affinity and increased O2 affinity.

d) Decreased BPG affinity and decreased O2 affinity.
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PRACTICE: A 9-month old girl with hemolytic anemia is found to have a deficiency in the enzyme responsible for the
conversion of molecule-B to pyruvate. Shown below is the oxygen saturation curve for hemoglobin in the erythrocytes of
this patient (green curve), compared to the corresponding black curve in normal red blood cells. Which of the following is the
most likely explanation for the observed oxygen saturation curve in this patient?
a) Decreased [BPG].
b) Increased [BPG].
c) Decreased blood glucose.
d) Increased blood glucose.

PRACTICE: What is the effect of the following changes on the O2 affinity of hemoglobin?
A) A drop in the pH of blood plasma from 7.4 to 7.2.
a) Lower the O2 Affinity.

b) Increase the O2 Affinity.

B) A decrease in the partial pressure of CO2 in the lungs from 6 kPa (holding one's breath) to 2 kPa (normal).
a) Lower the O2 Affinity.

b) Increase the O2 Affinity.

C) An increase in [BPG] from 5 mM (normal altitudes) to 8 mM (high altitudes).
a) Lower the O2 Affinity.

b) Increase the O2 Affinity.
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●A fetus has structurally different Hb because it must be able to __________ O2 from its mother’s blood.
□ Fetal hemoglobin (FHb) has two _________ (γ) subunits rather than two β subunits (Fetal hemoglobin: α 2γ2).
●FHb therefore has a low affinity for BPG, which correlates with ___________ O2 affinity.
□ This allows _____ flow from the maternal oxyhemoglobin (HbO2) to the fetal deoxyhemoglobin (FHb).
EXAMPLE: According to the dissociation constants (Kd) in the plot below, which hemoglobin has a stronger affinity for O2?
a) Adult Hb.
b) Fetal Hb.

____
Flow

O2 flows from _____________ Hb
to ___________ Hb.

PRACTICE: Fetal hemoglobin binds oxygen with a ___________ affinity than adult hemoglobin, because it lacks the
binding site for ______, which is an allosteric ____________ of oxygen binding to adult hemoglobin.
a) Lower ; BPG ; inhibitor.
b) Higher ; H+ ; inhibitor.
c) Higher ; BPG ; activator.
d) Higher ; BPG ; inhibitor.
e) Lower ; CO ; inhibitor.
PRACTICE: Why is the decreased affinity of fetal hemoglobin for BPG advantageous?
a) With more BPG molecules bound, there are less heme groups available for O2 binding.
b) Decreased BPG binding biases FHb toward the R state.
c) More free BPG is available to bind adult hemoglobin, resulting in its shift to the R state.
d) BPG is available to bind to fetal myoglobin, helping to release O 2 in fetal muscle tissue.
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●Sickle-Cell Anemia: a disease due to a Hb ___________ where red blood cells take a sickle-shape & cause health issues.
□ Anemia: ______ number of erythrocytes (red blood cells).
□ Homozygous point mutation causes a Glu-6 to change to a ______-6 in the β subunit of hemoglobin.

PRACTICE: The amino acid substitution of Val for Glu in Hemoglobin S (sickle-cell hemoglobin) is problematic because it
substitutes a _________________ amino acid residue with a _________________ amino acid residue.
a) Polar ; nonpolar.

b) hydrophobic ; charged.

c) Aromatic ; Polar.

d) Nonpolar ; aromatic.

Agglutination of Mutated Hb Causes Sickle-Cell
●The mutation above leads to __________________ of mutated hemoglobin chains due to the hydrophobic effect.
□ Hemoglobin’s O2 affinity & allosteric properties are unaffected, but the Hb aggregates deform the red blood cell.

PRACTICE: In sickle cell anemia, the molecular basis of the malfunction of the hemoglobin molecule is:
a) Faulty binding of iron by the heme groups.
b) Insufficient iron in the diet.
c) Substitution of a single amino acid in the DNA sequence.
d) Reduced affinity for oxygen.
e) Silent mutation in the DNA sequence causing a single amino acid substitution.
f) Point mutation in the DNA sequence causing a single amino acid substitution.
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Physiological Effects of Sickle Cell Anemia
●Sickled red blood cells can become trapped in small blood vessels, which impairs circulation & can cause organ damage.
□ Sickled red blood cells also rupture more easily, leading to ___________ (low red blood cell count).
EXAMPLE: Sickle Cell Anemia Physiological Effects.

Normal Red Blood Cell
Sickle-Shaped Red Blood Cell
Normal RBC
Count
_____________________
_

_______ RBC

X

Count
(Anemia)

_____________________
_

Malaria Resistance & Sickle Cell Anemia
●Heterozygous individuals for sickle-cell trait have _______________ to malaria but do NOT have sickle-cell health issues.
□ Heterozygous sickle-cell trait is selected for by natural selection in areas of the world with malaria.
□ Exact mechanism of malaria resistance is not yet fully understood.

This looks like
a healthy cell
I can infect!

I’ll get nowhere

if I infect this
sickle-cell!
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PRACTICE: Match the following key terms with their appropriate image (A or B):
a) HbS: Image _____
b) HbA: Image _____
c) Malaria resistance: Image _____
d) Heterozygous (Aa): Image _____
e) Homozygous (AA): Image _____
f) Low RBC count: Image _____
g) RNA sequence GAG: Image _____
h) RNA sequence GUG: Image _____

PRACTICE: Researchers investigating the sickle-cell mutation want to separate the mutant hemoglobin protein (HbS) from
the normal adult hemoglobin (HbA) that was extracted from a heterozygous patient’s blood serum sample. In order to do
this, they perform gel electrophoresis at a pH of 8.5, where most normal hemoglobin proteins are negatively charged. The
protein sample is added to the negative pole and migrates towards the positive pole when current is applied. The result of
the gel is shown below. Label which band represent HbS and which band represents HbA.
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●Protein breakdown is a critical to living systems for many reasons, including the following _____:
1) Proteins/enzymes that are no longer needed are degraded so their amino acids can be ________________.
2) Proteins ingested through diet need to be broken down to be ______________ into the intestines.
□ Recall: Peptidases: the specific class of enzyme that catalyze protein ___________________.
●____________________: a digestive hydrolyase (peptidase) enzyme that breaks down proteins.
□ Preference for cleaving the ____-terminal end of aromatic amino acid residues (______, ______, ______).
□ Secreted by the ______________ in response to eating a meal.
EXAMPLE: Chymotrypsin Review.
Stomach
Pancreas
Chymotrypsinogen
(_____________)
Chymotrypsin

Chymotrypsin’s Active Site
●Chymotrypsin uses Michaelis-Menten kinetics, multiple catalysis mechanisms & is one of the best studied enzymes.
□ Stabilizes the ________________ state via covalent & general-acid-base catalysis.
●Catalytic _______: Aspartate-102, Histidine-57 & Serine-195 are in the active site & required for chymotrypsin’s catalysis.
EXAMPLE: Chymotrypsin’s Active Site.

●His-57 __________________ bonds with both Ser-195 & Asp-102 to establish Ser-195 as a stronger ________________.
□ Asp-102 positions His-57 to act as a better _________ & accept H+ from Ser 195 to enhance its nucleophilicity.
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PRACTICE: Which amino acids in chymotrypsin’s active site are critical participants in the cleavage of the substrate?
a) His, Ser, Asn.
b) His, Ser, Asp.
c) His, Ser.
d) Asp, Lys.

PRACTICE: The following polypeptide N-G-I-F-D-A-Y-G-N-T-W-R-A-P-C-F-V-A is cleaved by chymotrypsin to produce
multiple peptide fragments. Based on the specificity of chymotrypsin cleavage, how many peptide fragments are produced?
a) 2 peptide fragments.

c) 4 peptide fragments.

e) 6 peptide fragments.

b) 3 peptides fragments.

d) 5 peptide fragments.

f) No cleavage event occurs

PRACTICE: The activity of chymotrypsin drastically changes as the pH fluctuates in the relatively small range of pH 5-9.
What amino acid residue in chymotrypsin’s active site is most likely to be responsible for this effect of pH?
a) Asp-102.

c) Ser-195.

e) Cys-198.

b) His-157.

d) Tyr-23.

f) Asn-122.
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●Chymotrypsin catalytic mechanism has _____ phases: 1) ________________ phase.

2) __________________ phase.

1) Acylation Phase
●Chymotrypsin’s ____-step acylation phase: covalent catalysis forms an ester linkage & the peptide bond is ___________.
Nucleophilic Acyl Substitution:
1) Substrate Binding: peptide to be cleaved binds to chymotrypsin’s _________ site.
2) Nucleophilic attack: _____-195 attacks carbonyl carbon of substrate to form unstable tetrahedral intermediate.
□ A region in chymotrypsin’s active site (oxyanion hole) _____________ the tetrahedral intermediate.
□ Newly formed ________ covalently links chymotrypsin’s Ser-195 to the carbonyl carbon of substrate.
3) Remove LG: tetrahedral intermediate “collapses”, His-57 acts as an _________ & peptide bond is broken.
4) End of Phase: enzyme is ___________________ & the newly formed amine portion of substrate diffuses away.
EXAMPLE: Acylation Phase of Chymotrypsin’s Catalytic Mechanism.

Diffuses away
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2) Deacylation Phase
●Chymotrypsin’s ____-step deacylation phase: ester linkage is hydrolyzed to _______________ the original chymotrypsin.
Ester Hydrolyzation:
5) Substrate Binding: _______ enters chymotrypsin’s active site and a series of similar steps repeats.
6) Nucleophilic attack: His-57 (base) deprotonates H2O, creating ____ nucleophile that attacks carbonyl carbon.
□ Once again, _______________ hole in chymotrypsin’s active site stabilizes the tetrahedral intermediate.
7) Remove LG: tetrahedral intermediate “collapses”, His-57 acts as an _______ & ester bond is ____________.
8) End of Phase: enzyme is _____-acylated & newly formed carboxylic acid portion of substrate diffuses away.
□ Original chymotrypsin enzyme is ______________ and ready for another round of catalysis.
EXAMPLE: Deacylation Phase of Chymotrypsin’s Catalytic Mechanism.

Diffuses away

PRACTICE: How is chymotrypsin’s specificity for its substrate determined?
a) Conformational change upon binding of the substrate.
b) Binding of the N-terminus amino acid at the active site.
c) Covalent binding of the His residue to the substrate.
d) Binding of the proper amino acid into a deep pocket on the enzyme.
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PRACTICE: Chymotrypsin’s acylation phase is below. The catalytic process of _______________________ is illustrated
by arrow # ____ and the catalytic process of _________________________ is illustrated by arrow # ____.
a) General-Base catalysis; 1 ; covalent catalysis; 2.
b) General-Acid catalysis; 1 ; covalent catalysis; 3.
c) Covalent catalysis; 2 ; covalent catalysis; 3.
d) Covalent catalysis; 1 ; General-Base catalysis; 3.

Recap of Chymotrypsin’s Catalytic Mechanism
●Let’s recap all the steps/phases of chymotrypsin’s catalytic mechanism:
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PRACTICE: In the mechanism of chymotrypsin, serine-195:
a) Functions as a nucleophile.
b) Functions as an electrophile.
c) Forms a tetrahedral intermediate with part of the substrate.
d) Is reduced by Aspartate 102.
e) Is oxidized by Histidine 57.
f) A and C.
g) A, C and E.

PRACTICE: Sequentially number the following steps of Chymotrypsin’s catalytic mechanism in the correct order from 1-8:
a) Released newly formed amine portion of the substrate diffuses away _______
b) His-57 deprotonates the Ser-195 hydroxyl group, generating a stronger nucleophile ______
c) Tetrahedral intermediate collapses & His-57 donates a H+ to N of scissile bond (cleaved peptide bond) ______
d) Via general-base-catalysis, His-57 deprotonates a water molecule, generating OH- ______
e) Tetrahedral intermediate collapses & His-57 donates a proton to Ser-195 (cleaving ester bond) _______
f) Released newly formed carboxylic acid portion of the substrate diffuses away & enzyme is restored _______
g) Hydroxide ion attacks the carbonyl group of the substrate, forming another tetrahedral intermediate ______
h) Nucleophilic Ser-195 attacks the carbonyl C of the substrate forming a tetrahedral intermediate______
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●Glycogen phosphorylase: catalyzes glycogen breakdown with _______________ & ______________ regulation.
□ Has _____-subunits, each of which has a ________ residue (Ser-14) that can be phosphorylated.
□ Uses _________________ (polymer) as a substrate & catalyzes removal of a single _____________ (monomer).
●Primarily expressed in liver cells & muscle tissue where glycogen __________________ is critical.
□ Subsequent reactions allow the released glucose to be used in cellular respiration to generate energy (ex. ATP).

Two Isozymes of Glycogen Phosphorylase
●Two different ____________ of glycogen phosphorylase: 1) ________ Phosphorylase & 2) ___________ Phosphorylase.
□ Isozymes: catalytically/structurally ______________ enzymes that are genetically & allosterically differently.
●Liver/muscle phosphorylase isozymes are regulated differently due to different biological roles of glycogen breakdown.
□ Liver Phosphorylase Isozyme: usually __________ unless allosterically signaled to stop.
□ Muscle Phosphorylase Isozyme: usually ___________ unless allosterically signaled to make ATP for contraction.

Usually ___________/on
(Except when we eat a high carb meal)

Usually _____________/off
(Except during muscle contraction)
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Phosphorylase a & Phosphorylase b
●Both liver/muscle isozymes have _____ different forms: 1) Phosphorylase ____

&

2) Phosphorylase ____.

□ Each form exists in equilibrium with their own ____ state & ____ state.
□ Addition/removal of ____________ groups (covalent regulation) on 2 Ser residues coverts the two forms.
1) Phosphorylase ____: phosphorylated serines & is catalytically __________ active (
2) Phosphorylase ____: unphosphorylated & is catalytically ________ active (

favors R-state).

favors T-state).

PRACTICE: Glycogen phosphorylase is an enzyme involved in glycogen metabolism that’s regulated by phosphorylation.
Phosphorylation on serine residues results in more enzyme activity, while the dephosphorylated enzyme has little to no
activity. What result would you expect on activity if the serine residues that served as phosphorylation sites on glycogen
phosphorylase were mutated to aspartate residues?
a) No effect on activity, since aspartate residues can be phosphorylated similarly to serine residues.
b) The enzyme would be completely inactive if it has an Asp residue, since it will no longer recognize its substrate.
c) The enzyme likely has some activity, since Asp is negatively charged like a phosphoryl group, but activity would not
be regulated by phosphorylation.
d) The enzyme would be mostly inactive, since the enzyme can no longer be phosphorylated.
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Allosteric Regulation of Liver Glycogen Phosphorylase a
●Role of glycogen breakdown in the _________: to form glucose for export to other tissues when blood glucose is ______.
□ Therefore, in the Liver, the “default” glycogen phosphorylase is phosphorylase ____.
□ Phosphorylase a: stay _________ & keep providing glucose to other tissues unless allosterically signaled to stop.
●If blood [glucose] is _________, glucose acts as an allosteric ______________ to phosphorylase a (negative feedback).
□ Liver phosphorylase a only reverts back to its inactive __ state when it already detects sufficiently high [glucose].

PRACTICE: A patient comes into your clinic suffering from anorexia nervosa. Her mother brought her in concerned as the
patient has not eaten in over 3 days. She has the classic presentation including low body weight, decreased muscle mass,
decreased glycogen, and decreased fat stores, and she is anemic (low red blood cell count). What would be the expected
phosphorylation state and activity of the patient’s liver glycogen phosphorylase?
a) Phosphorylated & active.
b) Dephosphorylated & active.
c) Phosphorylated & inactive.
d) Dephosphorylated & inactive.
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Allosteric Regulation of Muscle Glycogen Phosphorylase b
●Role of glycogen breakdown in _________ tissues: to form glucose/energy for itself ONLY during a muscle contraction.
□ Therefore, in muscle tissues, the “default” glycogen phosphorylase is phosphorylase ____.
□ Phosphorylase b: stay _____________ unless allosterically signaled to create energy for a muscle contraction.
●Muscle phosphorylase: sensitive to regulation by G6P, ATP & AMP due to drastic energy changes during contraction.
□ ___ [G6P] & [ATP] indicate ___ energy (relaxation).

□ ___ [AMP] indicates ___ energy (contraction).

●During contractions (depleting energy in cell), resulting AMP allosterically ______________ phosphorylase b (+ feedback).
□ Muscle phosphorylase b only reverts to its active ____ state when it detects low energy due to contractions.

●During relaxation (energy build-up in cell), resulting G6P & ATP allosterically ___________ phosphorylase b (- feedback).
●Liver phosphorylase: insensitive to regulation by G6P, ATP, & AMP since liver does not undergo drastic energy changes.
PRACTICE: Muscle glycogen phosphorylase displays multiple modes of allosteric regulation. Which of the following is true?
a) AMP promotes conversion of R to T state.
b) ATP favors the conversion of the T to R state.
c) G6P promotes conversion of the T to R state.
d) If ATP is needed, phosphorylation converts the enzyme from the phosphorylase b to the phosphorylase a form.
e) Phosphorylation is mediated by phosphoprotein phosphatase 1.
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Summary of Immunity
●Organisms are continually subject to attack by pathogens that cause disease & need an __________ system for defense.
●____ general types of immunity: 1) ________ immunity (1st line of defense) & 2) Adaptive immunity (2nd line of defense)
□ Innate immunity: generalized, nonspecific immunity used against all pathogens (ex. skin, mucous, etc.).
□ ____________ immunity: specific immunity with an adaptive & memory component (includes T cells & B cells).
●Adaptive immunity is further split into _____ types: 1) _____________ immunity

&

2) _____________ immunity.

□ Cellular immunity: primarily targets intracellular pathogens using ____ cells.
□ Humoral immunity: primarily targets extracellular pathogens using antibodies & ____ cells.
EXAMPLE: Immune system summary.

PRACTICE: Humoral immunity refers to the part of the immune response mediated by:
a) T lymphocytes.

c) The thymus.

e) Antibodies.

b) Antigens.

d) The skin.

f) C lymphocytes.

Antibodies
●_____________ (immunoglobulin or Ig): ____-shaped proteins that recognize & bind to an antigen’s epitope.
□ ______________: any compound that provokes an immune response.
□ _____________: the exact binding-site on an antigen that an antibody binds to.
□ Antibodies have a strong affinity (______ Kd) to their epitope via an induced-fit.
●Antibodies: produced by ____-cells (___________ immunity) but are also isolated for biochemical techniques (ex. ELISA).

Antibodies secreted by B-cell.

Antibodies attached to B-cell.
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Antibody Structure
●Antibodies consist of _____ polypeptide chains: two identical _________ (L) chains & two identical _________ (H) chains.
□ These 4 chains are covalently linked together via _____________ bonds.
●Each light & heavy chain has a variable region (____ domain) and a constant region (____ domain).
□ V domain: located at the tip (N-terminal) of each prong of the “Y” and contains the _____________ binding site.
□ C domain: located at the hinge & stem of the “Y” and is recognized by ____________ system cells.
□ If antibody is broken at the hinge of the “Y”, it leaves the prongs (_____) and the stem (____).
EXAMPLE: Antibody Structure:

PRACTICE: What is the subunit structure of IgG, one of the 5 classes of antibodies produced by our immune system?
a) 2 light chains and 2 heavy chains.

c) 4 light chains, 4 heavy chains, and a J chain.

b) 2 light chains, 2 heavy chains, and a J chain.

d) 10 light chains, 6 heavy chains, and a J chain.

PRACTICE: Which of the following parts of an IgG molecule is not involved in binding to an antigen?
a) Fab.

c) Variable region.

b) Heavy chain.

d) Fc.
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Antibody Function
●Antibodies have many functions including _______________ toxins & ____________ invading pathogens for destruction.
□ Phagocytes: cells that engulf & neutralize pathogens tagged by _______________.
EXAMPLE: Antibody Functions:

Antibody Classes
●There are _____ classes of immunoglobulins based on differences in their heavy chains:
1) Ig___

2) Ig___

3) Ig___

4) Ig___

5) Ig___

EXAMPLE: Classes of Antibodies.

GAMED

PRACTICE: Immunoglobulin/antibody classes are distinguished by:
a) The light chains they possess.

c) Constant regions in their light chains.

b) Carbohydrates on their light chains.

d) The heavy chains they possess.

e) None are true.
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Antibody Diversity
●Our immune system has potential to produce an ____________________ number of different antibodies (perhaps > 1018).
□ So many potential antibody possibilities that they all cannot be produced in one lifetime.
●Question: how is antibody diversity SO LARGE if humans only have ~25,000 genes?
□ Antibody diversity results from significant amounts of gene ____________________, splicing, & mutations.
EXAMPLE: Antibody diversity.

Monoclonal & Polyclonal Antibodies
●Antibodies are valuable reagents for biochemical assays, but first must be prepared and collected.
□ ______ types of antibody preparations are used: 1) ________________.

&

2) _________________.

●Monoclonal Antibodies: _____________ antibodies specific to the ________ epitope on the same antigen.
□ Made by B cell __________ grown in cell culture in a lab.
●Polyclonal Antibodies: _____________ of antibodies specific to _______________ epitopes on the same antigen.
□ Made by ________________ B cells.
□ Example of polyclonal antibody preparation: injecting one antigen into an entire animal.
□ Animal’s B cell population produces different antibodies specific to different epitopes on the antigen.
EXAMPLE: Monoclonal vs. Polyclonal Antibodies.
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PRACTICE: Which of the following mechanisms is not a way that antibody diversity is attained?
a) Gene rearrangements.
b) Apoptosis.
c) Splicing.
d) Mutations.

PRACTICE: What is the difference between monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies?
a) Monoclonal antibodies consist of different immunoglobulins recognizing a single epitope on different antigens,
whereas polyclonal antibodies consist of different immunoglobulins recognizing many epitopes on an antigen.
b) Monoclonal antibodies are identical immunoglobulins recognizing a single epitope on different antigens, whereas
polyclonal antibodies consist of many different immunoglobulins that recognize many epitopes on an antigen.
c) Monoclonal antibodies consist of different immunoglobulins recognizing a single epitope on the same antigen,
whereas polyclonal antibodies consist of identical immunoglobulins recognizing many epitopes on an antigen.
d) Monoclonal antibodies are identical immunoglobulins recognizing a single epitope on the same antigen, whereas
polyclonal antibodies consist of different immunoglobulins recognizing different epitopes on the same antigen.
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●_________ (Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay): technique using antibodies to detect & quantify proteins in a sample.
□ Samples could be blood or urine from a patient or a solution from cells grown in a lab.
□ ELISA is appropriate for diagnosing many diseases and screening _________ samples at once.
●Several types of ELISA exist including ____________ ELISA & _______________ ELISA.
□ Indirect ELISA: the ____________ is coated on a surface & detected with antibodies.
□ Sandwich ELISA: the _______________ is coated on a surface & antigen is “sandwiched” between antibodies.

Indirect ELISA Set-Up
●Indirect ELISA can be set-up & performed in _____ general steps:
1) Adhere ______________ of interest in a sample to an inert surface in the wells of a microplate.
□ Separate different samples into different wells of the microplate.
2) ___________ any unoccupied sites on the surface by washing with a nonspecific protein (ex. casein).
3) Treat surface with a _____________ antibody specific to antigen of interest & wash away any unbound antibody.
4) Treat surface with an enzyme-linked-______________-antibody specific to primary antibody.
□ Enzyme linked to the secondary antibody catalyzes a reaction forming a _____________ product.
5) Add _____________ for the enzyme-linked-antibody & monitor color intensity.
□ Color intensity is directly ________________ to the amount of antigen present in the sample.
EXAMPLE: Indirect ELISA.

CONCEPT: ELISA
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●Sandwich ELISA is performed with similar, parallel-like steps.
□ Provides higher sensitivity and specificity than indirect ELISA but can present more challenges to perform.

PRACTICE: An ELISA can be used for:
a) Quantitative analysis.

c) Sequence analysis.

b) Size analysis.

d) Structure analysis.

PRACTICE: In an Indirect ELISA, the enzyme-linked antibody will attach to:
a) The patient’s antigen.
b) The antigen binding region (Fab) of the primary antibody.
c) The constant region (Fc) of the primary antibody.
d) The wall of the microtiter well.
e) The constant region (Fc) of the secondary antibody.
PRACTICE: ELISA is a common application of fluorescence used for its ability to detect faint biochemical signals. How does
ELISA detect its analytes of interest?
a) Antibodies that bind specifically to the analyte of interest fluoresce once bound to the analyte, creating a
quantifiable signal to record.
b) As analytes bind the antibodies on the polymeric support of the assay, a fluorescent signal is released as each
analyte gets bound.
c) Different amounts of a fluorescent standard are added to the ELISA assay and a calibration curve is made in order
to make an estimate as to how strong the signal is.
d) An enzyme, attached to an antibody bound molecule of analyte, catalyzes multiple cycles of a reaction that
generates fluorescent product.
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Motor Proteins Create Movement Using Cytoskeleton
●Cytoskeleton: consists of ________-filaments, intermediate filaments, & microtubules.
●Functions include providing cell-shape, ________________, transportation, & signaling.

Motor Proteins
●__________ Proteins: proteins that use energy (ATP) & the cytoskeleton as tracks in order to create molecular movement.
□ Responsible for muscle ______________, movements of cells, & intracellular movement of molecules/organelles.
□ Myosin, kinesin & dynein are well characterized motor proteins.

Myosin
●___________: a motor protein that moves along thin actin microfilaments.
□ Transports molecular cargo (ex. vesicles) along actin microfilaments & also involved in muscle contractions.
□ Many myosin molecules can aggregate to form _________ filaments.
EXAMPLE:
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Kinesin Moves Towards (

) End of Microtubule

●Microtubule subunits assemble to make a polarized molecule with ________________ charged ends.
●____________: a motor protein that moves towards the __________________ (+) charged end of microtubules.
□ Transports/pulls molecular cargo (ex. vesicles, chromosomes, etc.) along microtubules.
□ Kinesin’s ____________ bind to the microtubule & its ____________ chains bind to the molecular cargo.
EXAMPLE: Kinesin’s Direction of Movement.

Dynein Moves Towards (

) End of Microtubule

●___________: a motor protein that moves towards the ________________ (-) charged end of microtubules.
□ Transports/pulls molecular cargo (ex. vesicles) along microtubules.
□ Responsible for motion of eukaryotic flagella & cilia.
EXAMPLE: Dynein’s Direction of Movement.

“Dynein” sounds like ____________ =

PRACTICE: What are the common features of the motor proteins kinesin and dynein?
a) Both types of motor proteins bind microtubules.
b) Both types of motor proteins bind and hydrolyze ATP.
c) Both types of motor proteins undergo conformational changes when they travel along the microtubule.
d) Both types of motor proteins “step” from one tubulin subunit to another.
e) All of the above are true.
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PRACTICE: Your lab isolates a new type of motor protein, which is some version of either myosin, kinesin, or dynein but it
is unclear exactly what type it is. You hypothesize that the motor protein is NOT myosin. Which of the following is a piece of
evidence that would support your hypothesis?
a) The protein was isolated by adding then purifying actin microfilaments that it was bound to.
b) The protein was isolated by adding then purifying microtubules that it was bound to.
c) The protein aggregated in solution.
d) The protein did not have a vesicle attached to it when purified.
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●Muscle contractions are accomplished by molecular __________ protein interactions.
□ The motor protein ____________ pulls on thin actin microfilaments during a muscle contraction.
□ Muscle contractions in _____________ muscles are one of the best understood mobility systems.
Skeletal Muscle Anatomy
●__________________: complexes of thick myosin filaments and thin actin microfilaments in special arrangements.
●_______________: repeating units of sarcomeres surrounded by a sarcoplasmic reticulum (membranous structure).
●Muscle ____________: long multinucleated cells with parallel bundles of myofibrils that can run the length of a muscle.
●Muscle _____________: bundles of muscle fibers (bundle of individual cells).
●_____________ muscle: voluntary muscles (ex. biceps) with a striated/striped appearance consisting of muscle fascicles.
EXAMPLE: Review of Human Skeletal Muscle Anatomy.

PRACTICE: Match the following parts of the muscle with the correct description:
a) Sarcomere.

______: voluntary muscles (i.e. triceps) that consist of muscle fascicles.

b) Myofibrils.

______: repeating units of sarcomeres.

c) Fascicles.

______: multinucleated cells that consist of a bundle of myofibrils.

d) Sarcoplasmic Reticulum.

______: membrane-bound structure found within muscle cells.

e) Skeletal Muscle.

______: complex of thin actin and thick myosin filaments.

f) Muscle Fiber.

______: a bundle of skeletal muscle fibers.
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Sarcomeres
●A muscle contraction is the result of ______________ contractions.
●A single sarcomere has several different regions & components:
□ ____ zone: “H” is a “thick” letter so H-zone ONLY contains thick myosin filaments (no thin actin microfilaments).
□ ____ bands: “I” is a “thin” letter so I-band ONLY contains thin actin microfilaments (no thick myosin filaments).
□ ____ band: “A” is “mostly thick & thin” letter so contains ALL of thick myosin filaments & some actin filaments.
□ ____ disk (or M line): vertical anchors to myosin in the middle of the H zone & A band.
□ ____ disks (or Z lines): vertical anchors to actin; centered on the I band (marks start & end of a sarcomere).
EXAMPLE: Sarcomere structure.

PRACTICE: Correctly label each part of the sarcomere in the electron micrograph below:
a) A-band.
b) M-disk.
c) Sarcomere.
d) Thick myosin filament.
e) Thin actin microfilament.
f) Z-disk.
g) I-band
h) H-zone.
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Sliding Filament Model
●Sliding Filament Model: describes the nature of a contracting sarcomere (_____ zone & _____ bands reduce in size).

Relaxed muscle

HI

Contracted
muscle

□ Thick myosin filaments pull thin actin microfilaments towards ____ disk during contraction to ______________ muscle.
□ ____ band (length of myosin filaments) does NOT reduce in size, but ___ disks are pulled closer to the ____ disk.
□ Volume of the muscle is _________________, but the muscle becomes shorter upon contraction.
PRACTICE: Which statement best describes the sliding filament model of a sarcomere contraction?
a) The A band and the H zone both become smaller.
b) The I bands gets smaller but the H zone remains the same.
c) The I bands gets smaller while the A band gets larger.
d) The I bands and H zone get smaller while the A band remains the same size.
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Actomyosin Cycle Leads to Muscle Contraction
●Actomyosin Cycle: a _____-step cycle of biochemical events that results in only the contraction of a sarcomere.
1) _______________ ATP, myosin heads bind tightly to the actin microfilaments.
2) ATP binding to myosin head _____________ the actin-myosin interaction, causing myosin to release actin.
3) Upon ATP hydrolyzation to ADP + Pi, the myosin head changes conformation to a “_________ energy” state.
□ This causes myosin head to “cock-back” & weakly interact with actin closer to the ____ disk.
4) Release of Pi causes myosin to _________________ its actin binding.
5) Myosin “power-stroke” pulls actin towards the ____ disk, returns myosin to its original state.
□ ADP is released & cycle is repeated until myosin-binding-sites on actin are _____________.
EXAMPLE: Actomyosin Cycle.

Relaxed muscle

Contracted
muscle

Summary of Actomyosin Cycle
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PRACTICE: Fill-in the blanks with numbers (1-7) to put the events of the actomyosin cycle in order from beginning to end:
a) _____: Myosin releases Pi.

e) _____: Myosin-actin interaction is broken.

b)

f) _____: Myosin head pivots to a high-energy state.

1 : Myosin binds ATP.

c) _____: Myosin head bonds tightly to thin actin filament.

g) _____: Myosin hydrolyzes ATP to ADP and Pi.

d) _____: Myosin power stroke occurs.
Muscle Relaxation via Troponin & Tropomyosin Regulation
●Myosin & actin together make up about 80% of the protein mass in a muscle fiber cell.
□ Remaining 20% consists mainly of _____ other types of thin filaments: 1) Troponin.

&

2) Tropomyosin.

□ Troponin-tropomyosin-complex: binds actin & ____________ myosin-binding-sites for muscle relaxation.
●Troponin-tropomyosin-complex ______________ muscle contractions so they ONLY occur with nervous system signals.
●Upon receiving a nervous system signal, a myofibril’s sarcoplasmic reticulum is stimulated to release _____.
□ ____________: binds to released Ca2+ & causes a conformational change in the troponin-tropomyosin-complex.
□ Tropomyosin’s change ___________ myosin-binding-sites on actin, allowing the actomyosin cycle to initiate.
EXAMPLE: Troponin-Tropomyosin Regulation.

Relaxed muscle

Contracted
muscle

●Over time, the released Ca2+ is returned to the sarcoplasmic reticulum, ________________ the [Ca2+].
□ Low [Ca2+] allows troponin-tropomyosin-complex to _________ actin’s myosin-binding-sites for muscle relaxation.
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PRACTICE: Muscle contraction is directly caused by:
a) Conformational changes in actin.

c) Conformational changes in the A band.

b) Conformational changes in myosin.

d) Conformational changes in the Z disk.

PRACTICE: Which of the following does not occur during a muscle contraction?
a) “Power stroke”; the thick filament pulls the actin thin filament towards the M line.
b) ATP is hydrolyzed; the heads of myosin shift into a high energy state.
c) ATP binds to myosin heads; increases the affinity of the myosin head for actin.
d) The myosin head rebinds to the actin closer to the Z disk prior to the power-stroke.
e) All the above occur.

PRACTICE: Which of the following is false concerning the sliding-filament model of muscle contraction?
a) The myosin head hydrolyzes ATP causing a conformational shift of the myosin head.
b) When a muscle shortens or lengthens, the H zones and I bands of sarcomeres change in size.
c) Neither the thick or thin filaments change in length during a muscle contraction.
d) After ATP hydrolyzation, the myosin head first releases Pi before it releases the ADP.
e) Actin detaches from the myosin head with energy from ATP hydrolysis.

PRACTICE: Which of the following statements correctly describes the relationship between cytosolic [Ca2+] and the
corresponding sarcomere response?
a) Increasing [Ca2+] causes troponin to bind to tropomyosin.
b) Increasing [Ca2+] causes movement of tropomyosin, exposing myosin-binding-sites on actin.
c) Decreasing [Ca2+] promotes interactions between actin and myosin.
d) Increasing [Ca2+] causes troponin and tropomyosin to bind to actin.
e) Increasing [Ca2+] causes dissociation of Ca2+ from troponin.
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